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ON e ye IN RETORT 

BY PAUL SHOREY 

The specific, idiomatic use of b e in retort, though noticed by 
Niel (Appendix, Ar. Eq., p. 19) and occasionally by others, is not in 
my experience sufficiently appreciated by students and editors. The 
purpose of this note is to collect typical and helpful illustrations of 
the importance of this usage for interpretation. I take the idiom as I 
find it and make no attempt to trace it to its ultimate origin. The 
force of a Greek particle derives from its "original" meaning and the 
associations which it gathers in idiomatic usage, but the precise 
contribution of these two factors we have at present no data for 
determining. The first thing to do is to understand the actual usage. 
And similarly when two or more particles are used conjointly it is not 
easy to decide how far each retains its separate force and how far 
they blend in a new chemical union, and whether they are to be 
chiefly felt in a given case as qualifying one another, or an adjoining 
word, or the sentence as a whole. Both the adversative and the con- 
tinuative meanings of be are familiar, and it might be possible to 
deduce the meanings of the combination be e from these and the 
emphasizing, logical, argumentative, or impatient force of eyE. The 
combination is sometimes used in rapid advance or transition from 
one sharply defined point of argument, exposition, or narrative to 
another. This is the reason, unnoticed by Ritter, for its frequency 
in the descriptions of the types of states and men in the eighth book 
of the Republic. An elder, simpler, or less emphatic writer in such 
case might use only U5, as Semonides does in his enumeration of the 
types of women. Ritter says that there are sixteen cases in the eighth 
book of the Republic. My count does not quite agree, but I shall 
not revise it. What imports is not the precise statistic but the reasons 
for the comparative frequency. A similar frequency in the Sophist 
and Statesman of Plato is due I think (1) to the antithetic point- 
making in the dichotomies and (2) to the increasing tendency to 
emphasis in Plato's later work, for 54 7yE is often only a stronger &'. 
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The combination is also used to introduce a new link in an argu- 
ment-more specifically, if we may anticipate Aristotle's terminology, 
to introduce the minor premise of a syllogism; cf. among hundreds 
of available examples Plato's Republic 335d, 338e, 349d, 350b, 352b, 
479d. A resourceful psychologist could associate this with the use 
of b' 'ye in retort. For "argument" in the language of the people 
today means quarrel, and in the first book of the Republic when the 
debate grows hot and Thrasymachus begins to get angry it is 
neither easy nor necessary to distinguish the argumentative from 
the quarrelsome ye. 

Dismissing then for the present these possible remoter inquiries, 
I turn to the direct illustration of the idiomatic use of t5' Py in retort. 
I do not find it in Homer. Monro quotes two cases of separated be 

,ye, in one of which (Iliad v. 350) there is hostile feeling if not precisely 
retort. But in the cases recorded in the Homeric lexicon ye follow- 
ing b', often at a distance, is itself usually attached to a pronoun. 
In the angry anacoluthon beginning EL t6' e-r' aLi7UEL 'ye, Odyssey 2. 115, 
there seems no reason for taking 'ye closely with the verb, and we 
have perhaps an approximation to retort. 

There are, I believe, no cases in the Greek lyrics of the Teubner 
Anthologia Lyrica. But in the Carmina Popularia the song of the 

three generations at Sparta, whatever its date, is an excellent example. 
The old men sing: 

'A/iets 7OK' ?7/.ES caKLPIOL vEap'LaL. 

The men retort: 

`A/iis SC 'y' eL/.es': ai aE Xfls, avy4PEO. 

And the boys come back at them with: 

tAies ey' y EO,.teu6a 7roXXy' Kappoves. 

Keil's conjecture be rE is obviously inept. Fragment 13 "H'XLos 

'Airo6XXcv, o be' y' 'A7r'XXwv loS looks like a case, but we cannot be 

sure in the absence of a context. 
In Herodotus I find but two instances. In vii. 103 Xerxes retorts 

to Demaratus' boasting, "If a Spartan army can fight ten times 

their number of Persians UE bc'y y &Np,at E'LKOUt eLvaL arvmtwov." In 

viii. 59, when Adeimantus rebukes Themistocles with the words 
4'v TroZO- 9&ycot, etc., he retorts ol c' yE, etc. Plutarch, Themist. 11, has 
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Nat . . aXXa. In both cases Stein is silent. In vii. 103 Smith 
and Laird give a note on be in apodosis with a reference to av be in 
vii. 51. 3 which I think is not quite apposite. 

I have observed but one case in Thucydides, and that naturally 
in the Melian dialogue v. 109, where the Athenian's sro6 6' EXvpov 'yE, 

etc., is the reply to the Melian's 3EJ3aLoTr4povs. 
The best case in Aeschylus is Antigone's retort to the herald in 

Septem 1031. 
ePyco 6e KabdlEWv 'ye 7rpoar'a-rats XE'-yw 

The metrically unavoidable separation of the particles makes no 
difference. Tucker rightly enough says, " The suggestion of ye is that 
of contemptuous sarcasm." But he does not seem to feel the idio- 
matic tone of e' Pye. I believe the passage genuine, but there is no 
lack of other Aeschylean examples. Danaus' reply to his daughters' 
fears of their pursuers in 746 is phrased as if it were a defiant retort 
to the Egyptians' threat. He says 

iroxxobs t5P 'y' d-p?7ovoL, etc. 

So in Supplices 1055-56, 

Ov be' 0EXyoLs azi aLEXKTrov, 

is met by the distinct retort, 

OiV 5 y' OVK ocOa ro gAxXov. 
In Agamemnon 939, 

o 5' ab0ow--ro's 'y' OVK 4irl1XOS 7erEL, 

is a sharp retort in stichomythia. In Choephori 439, 

4taoaXla6o0 bc 'y, Us -rot5 El6l, 

the text is uncertain. Blass, Verrall, and Sidgwick give little aid. 
Hermann's be ye could be explained as expressing the emotional 
defiance of the chorus' admonition with its implication, "Remember 
and do not pardon." In Choeph. 921, 

rpetEL 6t5 'y' avpo's Au6xOos r)uevas e'oW, 

it is a stichomythic retort in the eternal debate between the sexes. 
There are several good cases in Sophocles. In the altercation 

between Menelaus and Teucer in the Ajax (1142) Menelaus begins 
a speech with 

767 70ryr C-Ttov a5vapy e'ycl), 
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and Teucer retorts (1150), 

ec 'wy' av p' a wworwra. 

Jebb has no note, but his translation gives the tone fairly, "Yea 
and I have seen." In Electra 1367 ocnWv 65' 9Evv'rw yE is probably 

better than Hermann's evvw "c' . Jebb interprets "and further 
('ye, i.e., besides counseling Electra)." I think, if we may refine so 
far, that it is preferably a rebuke delayed and so disguised by the 
three introductory lines of the speech. For e yE in the retort of an 
implied friendly rebuke compare Plato, Phaedr. 275b. 

Phaedr.: 'i X2.Kpares, p,ab'ws av', K.T.X. 

SOC.: OL be' y', ci 4LXE, K.T.X. 

Phaedr.: 'OpOw's e'7rerX/as 

In O. T. 1030, though the particles are widely separated, there is a 
hint of rebuke in the shepherd's words oiov by', co) TEKVOV, oCW9I7p 7E 

Tr4 TOT' ev xpovqo. The reading be then is preferable to rE or to a 
double eE. Jebb aptly comments "the gentle reproof conveyed by 
b 'ye is not unfitting in the old man's mouth." Philoctetes 1293, E'yc, 
6' a7rav&' y', is a clear case. Jebb's "'ye emphasizes the verb, cf. 660. 
1037" cannot be said to be wrong. Yet it is misleading. In 660 
there is no U. In 1037 E`ota 6' Cxs uEXeLt y' the 6E is adversative to 

the doubt in the preceding line and the 6E and ye are probably felt 
separately. This, as I said at the beginning, is a difficult distinction, 
but it has to be drawn. In Ajax 1409, for example, iraZ, u-v R irarpos 

. . . . 6Vy'V, K.T.X., I think that Jebb is mistaken in saying that 
"the emphasis of ye belongs to the whole clause (do thou too raise) 
and not to the word 7rarpos." This is not to be felt as a case of the 
be 'YE combination. The oa'v 65, as Jebb himself points out, is idiomatic 
after the vocative, and 'ye is what in the freedom of classroom inter- 
pretation I sometimes call the ex vi termini 7ye. As often in Plato, it 

emphasizes a word to point out what follows from its very connota- 
tion. The child would not normally be called upon, but of course it 
must lend its feeble aid in the case of a father. It is possible, how- 
ever, that 64 'ye simply expresses the defiant mood of the speaker. 

Euripides presents no striking peculiarities, but many good 
examples, of c' ye. It brings out the colloquial smartness of Ion 
which Jules Lemattre maliciously emphasizes (Impressions de 
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Thedtre, IX), and which embarrasses idealizing English translators. 
In 516-17 I am tempted to translate the stichomythia of Xuthus 
and Ion: 

Hail, all hail, my boy, that greeting is the best from me to you. 
I'm all hale, you keep-your distance. Then we'll be all hale, the two. 

In 368 it emphasizes Creusa's retort aXyPbverat to Ion's alIxPveTat. 
In 1304 Musgrave's transposition destroys its pertinency in the 
stichomythia following 1303. In 1330 we have plainly a retort. 
In Alcestis 890 it expresses a slight rebuke, sometimes overlooked 
by editors. In Andromache 239 5E . . . . ye may be felt separately, 
but also as marking retort in stichomythia. In 462 the adversative 
use is practically a retort, as in Orestes 547 and Hippolytus 700 it is 
an answer to an argument. In Supplices 936 and 940 it is merely 
sharp opposition of two groups. In Hippolytus 724 Kai .... .Ye 

is equivalent to be. . . . .ye in retort, an obvious possibility. Space 
fails for discussion of other examples of this use of Kai . . 'yE. 

In I.A. 21 rovro be' y' Ertw ro KaXo6v oaXep6v is a plain case of retort. 
In Cyclops 561 64 Py expresses the "wipe-off-your-chin" style of 
rudeness, and in 637 the Aristophanic outbidding in comic distress. 
In Hecuba 421 it is the same on the plane of tragedy. In 1247-48 
contrast expresses contempt if not retort. Bacchae 490 and 505 
are retorts in stichomythia. In Helena 564 Pyw' be MeveXa4. 'ys ' the 
elliptic colloquial suggestion of a comic comeback invites and justifies 
Aristophanes' parody in Thesmophoriazusae 910. 

Porson on Orestes 1234 cites a few cases, and Elmsley on 
Medea 800 quotes Androm. 237; Herc. 1248; and what is now Nauck 
Adespota 358, 

CVpOKTO6VOV 'yVValKOS OMO'YEVP gVS, 
oiv 5' a&r6Xetp Pye /u7)rpas v a ePyElvaro, 

which is a direct retort. 
Aristophanes illustrates the pugnaciousness of 6& ye. Cleon 

and the sausage seller use it repeatedly in rapid-fire repartee of 
Billingsgate (cf. Knights 363, 364-65, 1154-56; Lysistrata 374; 
Clouds 914-15; Birds 1053). It also marks their endeavors to out- 
bid one another for Demos' favor (906-8; cf. 967, 1171, 1178; Frogs 
1395; Lysistrata 104-5, 115-17). In Wasps 941 outbidding and 
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retort are blended. In Plutus 164-68 Chremylus and Charion out- 
bidding one another in parallels and parodies use it seven times. 
Distinct retorts are Clouds 1417; Birds 1043;- Wasps 1230. In 
Birds 806 it is the retort of one "odorous" comparison for another. 

Many of the Aristophanic examples could be brought under the 
category already mentioned of descriptive or argumentative point- 
making. The student guide so employs 'ye in Clouds 169, 175, 211; 
cf. also Wasps 604; Birds 514; Ecclesiazusae 262. Plutus 165-68 
might be classified again here. In the frequent use of yw 6U 'ye it is 
hardly necessary always to determine the precise proportions of 

defiance, outbidding, retort, or point-making implied in the general 
adversative meaning. Much the same might be said of the phrases 
so common in Plato: 6rav be yf; eav U 'ye; ro be ye, olxat U6 ye. 
The often unnoticed, careless, colloquial Greek and Platonic idiom 
r' 6 &XXo 'ye X occurs frequently in Aristophanes. I think psychologi- 
cal analysis could detect a slight residue of be' yE feeling in it, but I 
forbear. In Ecclesiazusae 273 and 279 Ue ye at the end of the line (cf. 
Menander Epitrepontes 504; Demosthenes xxi. 95) is either metrical 
convenience or point-making in a description or a program. In 

Wasps 1230 at the end of the line it is practically a retort. 
The statistical count of 6U ye in Plato is considerable. Ritter 

(Untersuchungen, pp. 69-70) gives it after Frederking. I have no 
ambition to revise it, though my suspicions are aroused by the state- 
ment that there is no case in the Apology; cf. 22D and 24C: where 
the statistician perhaps adopted Cobet's emendation or followed 

the wrong manuscript. It would be of little significance unless 
regard were paid to our categories of point-making, minor premise, 
etc., in distinction from our present concern, its use in retort or 
implied rebuke. These things are of course not unknown, but editors 
and students continually miss them. Thompson's otherwise excellent 
note on Meno 95e tells us that the combination occurs twelve times 
in the Meno and, wrongly I think, that at 77b there is a hyperbaton of 

'ye which accents 7rapaeltypAara. He mentions its use to attach a 

further premise, but says nothing of its use in retort. The distinct 
retort in Apol. 24c is often overlooked by editors, though not by 
Schanz. Forman, for example, only comments "'ye with C'y?? and 
in his Appendix discusses only the question whether ye affects be or 

only the preceding word. In Politicus 257a it is, I think, a mistake 
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to bracket Pye. The whole tone of the passage is that of heavy 
repartee. It is a case of outbidding, as Theaetetus 165d; Philebus 48e 
(bis); Politicus 295b. In Laches 198c it is a slightly challenging 
question to prepare for the issue. In Gorgias 448a it expresses the 
rudeness or overeagerness of Polus. In 472e and 473 an opposition 
of opinion becomes a challenge. In 495d it is almost an Aristophanic 
conflict. The Gorgias has also many examples of 5- zy in argument 
or minor premise. In Euthydemus 298D anrt-Ka bf Sye, "I'll prove it 
to you right away," the tone is challenging. An appreciation of the 
tone of playful retort in Phileb. 28A might save some scholars 
from arguing that the idea of good is to be literally identified with 
God. ovbe zy here as in many cases keeps the feeling of be' zy (cf., 
e.g., Protagoras 28a and Eurip. I.A. 308. In Phileb. 34e roviro be 
ly e'&rt KEVOvTat it substitutes a synonym as a link or minor premise 
in a chain of argument. So Theaetet. 152B, 164B and elsewhere 
often. In Phileb. 66E ff., 64 zy advances from point to point to the 
culminating defiance rpwrov c &y' ovC' av ot ravres . . . . 4C?xn. 
Phaedr. 230C av b8 ye &aro-rw'raros is another gentle rebuke. Republic 
487E av &' 'zY OVKK etwGas is a similar ironical rebuke which editors miss. 
Republic 450B also implies a rebuke of the preceding use of Aerptwv. 

The Laws do not offer so many occasions for be e as Republic viii 
and the Sophist and Statesman, but there are plenty of examples of 
the logical, the adversative, and the point-making force of the com- 
bination. In 676b the adversative force approaches retort. Jowett's 
translation is not incorrect, but does not reproduce this shade of 
feeling. In 638a be' ye marks a sharp dramatic retort which Jowett 
imperfectly renders and on which Stallbaum has no note. The 
Athenian has been citing the laws of various nations and the Spartan 
retorts: 'Q Xcpo-r 3lwKOjEV be' 'YC ?7/AJLS rai'Tas rovrovs. But it 
would be superfluous to accumulate further examples or to split 
hairs in determination of the precise point at which adversative 
or emphatically continuative Se Pye begins to pass into point-making, 
positing of a minor premise, outbidding, challenge, rebuke, and 
retort. I have sufficiently indicated the chief types. 

The only good retort that I have found in Xenophon is 
Mem. iv. 4. 6, o SC y robirov 8et1o'6repo', g? X JIrr'La, oV 6Oz' aoo ra 
avra Xeyo, aXXa KaLt repl rw2 av'r&v. In iv. 6. 4 and iv. 6. 14 we have 
merely the familiar use to introduce a minor premise in Platonic 
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dialogue. In iii. 6. 31 the particles are adversative and in iv. 3. 13 
the text is doubtful. In Hellenica ii. 3. 38 the adversative almost 
equals a retort, as it does in Xenophon's speech (Anab. iii. 1. 35) and 
in the divergent opinion of Kleanor (iv. 6. 9). In v. 8. 16 it may be 
said to mark a climax or defiance, a.AXov 89 e . .. .-6raa irb. 

In iii. 3. 17 the text is doubtful. In Symp. iv. 13 it is merely a strong 
adversative. In v. 3. it approaches the retort of bantering dialogue, 
&XX a7roKpi[P&. uav 6S 'e pepra. Cyr. i. 6. 18 is unimportant. 

The Attic orators use be 7ye sometimes in argument, contrast, 
and retort. But there is not enough dialogue to give them frequent 
occasion for it. Statistics would be of little value. Forman says 
his series is complete. I have glanced through my hand copies and 
consulted indexes. In Andocides, Mysteries 136, 'v,tZS' ye e (ro) 
e'az'LoP, it is a strong adversative. In 68, &06 Se 7/e o 7rarTp, the 
adversative becomes a defensive retort to the charge of betraying 
his comrades. There is little point in the inquiry whether ye empha- 
sizes be or 6aO7Z. Forman supports the view of Kuihner and Hartung 
that 7/e in such cases must re-enforce a particular word and not the 
adversative implication of SC by the argument that the substitution 
of an adversative expression of undisputed emphasis involves a 
material shift in the thought accent. But in Homer, Iliad xv. 496-97, 
a close parallel to Andocides' thought is expressed by a4Xa. 

Ov ot aftKes .. 

7rc-EGaZ'ev. ctXX' a&XoXos Tre u06 KaM ira Lraes 67rao-w 

Such difference as there is between the two passages is due, not to 
the emphasis on &XoXos or a67 or 7rar-qp or ea07, but only to the fact 
that the words of Homer are an exhortation and those of Andocides a 
retort. If there was no feeling of the intimate association of e ye 
in such cases, why are they so often juxtaposed in cases where it 
would have been easy to place the ye after the word which it is said 
to be its sole function to emphasize? Van Cleef's Index Antiphonteus 
gives no examples and I find none. Holm's Index Lysiacus does not 

give -e. I find no examples in Frohberger's index or in glancing 
through the text. Preuss's Index Isocrateus omits e and gives no 
examples under 4 7ye. I find none in rapid re-reading. Preuss's 
index to Demosthenes does not record SC and there are no exam- 

ples in the Rehdanz-Blass index. Demosthenes neglects some apt 
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occasions for the use of SC ye in retort and employs it rarely if at all. 
In F.L. 90, X, e ye r&v 7rpay,adrwv KaTacEv7l, it is merely a strong 
adversative. Shilleto's note speaks of this use of be ye or .. 

,ye in continuation or retort and refers to Euripides and Aristophanes. 
He can hardly be right in saying that it is frequent in the orators. 
In v. 23. 19, 90, and xxiv. 129 it is adversative. In xix. 279 it con- 
cludes with a climax a series of adversative uses of 8U. In xx. 28 
an adversative following an apostrophe becomes practically a retort. 
The more personal tone of xxi (against Midias) perhaps finds expres- 
sion in three instances, 19, 90, 279. In xliii. 27 and 39, xliv. 55, 
xlvi. 6, the adversative argument is in effect a retort. In liv. 35-36 
the adversative is outbidding (cf. supra). The two cases in the 
spurious Epitaphios (lx. 36 and 37) mark rhetorical antithesis. 

Aeschines, with Andocides perhaps the most colloquial of the 
orators, has a few good cases. In iii. 28 it opposes or retorts the 
letter of the law against Demosthenes' evasion. In iii. 117 he 
quotes a speech against Athens at Delphi beginning appX)'v be 7ye and 
he himself uses it three times in section 246 to point the contrast 
between Athenian public policies and their influence on the moral 
education of youth. 

The fragments of the comedians have not enough dialogue to pre- 
sent many cases. In Pherecrates' gzXtL be 7/e XpeIL7rreraL the particles 
mark the outrageousness of the coarse climax. In Eupolis (Pollux 
x. 136), Cy 8' ye aT1rO aE fe3X6'aLafp TpwtV', it is the Billingsgate of 
retorted threats, as in the Knights. In Nichomachus' E'o,oAat SC y' 
av X,y-s (Athenaeus 290e) it expresses the bantering pretense of 
retort so common in Platonic dialogue. My other examples are 
hardly worth printing. 

In Menander's Epitrepontes 63, fy1 SC 7y' a'Vr6o' c/7,uL 368L EXetL 

XapLv, etc., Daos is stating both sides of the case and SC ye marks his 
retort to the opponent's plea. In 503-4 

OVK OL5 OTL X 7ES 

Onesimos: X 7ypa's SC 7ye o3' 

theretortisobvious. You maynotknow, but the oldwomandoesknow. 
Bonitz' Aristotelian index does not record SC 7yE. I do not think 

that Aristotle uses it in retort. It is not found in the argument in 
the Metaphysics against Protagorean relativity, where the impatient 
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argumentative ye is frequent. Eucken says that SC ye is practically 
confined to the Physics. A rapid reading discovers five or six cases 
at most introducing premises in controversial argument-none of any 
special significance. 

The post-classical history of Greek particles has only a slight 
interest of curiosity. The feeling for idiomatic usage gradually dies 
out till little more survives than the obvious irony of M8ev in the 
modern Greek newspaper. 

Schmidt's Atticismus records 6b ye for Dio. Chrys. xi. 4 and xxxi. 4 
and oQb8 7ye for i. 25. 22, and so forth. He finds thirty-two cases in 
Aristides' first forty-six orations, and enumerates twenty-eight cases 
in Lucian. They seem mostly merely emphasized adversatives or 
slight climaxes of satire, sometimes rather awkwardly employed. 
The Hermotimus naturally presents a few cases of argumentative 
be 'ye. Lucian does not seem to have picked up the be 'ye of retort 
or rebuke from his reading of Aristophanes and Plato. 

Liddell and Scott offer nothing but the misleading statement that 
in Plato (Theaetet. 144e and 164a) be maintains its right to the 
second place in the sentence separating 'ye from the word it affects. 
Jowett and Campbell's essay on the particles (Republic, II, 204) says 
only that be 'y ("yes, but") often contributes a second statement 
which in some way modifies the first. Kuihner-Gerth (Syntax 2,141) 
say that 'ye in be wy as in ,A4v ye affects both the other particle and 
the preceding word. They cite Xen. Anab. iii. 1. 35 and Mem. ii. 6.31, 
of which the first is implied defiance and retort, the second a strong 
antithesis. Starkie on Aristophanes' Wasps 94 and 134 has the root 
of the matter, but confines himself to a few examples from Aristoph- 
anes. Stephanus quotes Apollon. de conjunct. for the Stoic designa- 
tion of Se 'ye as lrpouX-qrrtKOv because of its use in the "assumption" 
or minor proposition of a hypothetical syllogism, a use too frequent in 
post-classical literature to need illustration. He cites a few cases 
from Aeschylus and Sophocles to exemplify hanc augendi vim, thus 
confounding all categories. 

There is nothing of importance in Hermann or Viger and nothing 
in Hoogeveen or Baiumlein. Hartung (Erlangen, 1832), I, 382 

quotes a few examples of " adversative clauses" from Aristophanes 
and Euripides in support of his view that zy merely emphasizes a 
particular word. 
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